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BELANKO™
SIMPLICITY IS BEAUTY

Legrand’s Belanko™ wiring accessories are designed to perform exactly the way you expect them to. Beyond
performance, these accessories offer elegant minimalism in a neat, contemporary design.
Each room in your home is unique and can change with style trends. With three finishes (white, dark grey, brown),
and additional coloured plates, Belanko™ provides appealing possibilities to create a harmonious interior.
The range caters for the many functionalities of modern living. For enhanced comfort, Belanko™ offers dimming
solutions for complex lighting including dimmable LEDs and compact fluorescent lamps. Belanko™ shutter controls
make everyday life easier, while blending in perfectly with the overall design of the range. For greater convenience,
a clear marking of Belanko™ specialised switches allows you to easily identify their function at a glance.
The new BS 13A socket with a USB charger enables you to charge your mobile devices without blocking access to
the power outlet. Just plug your USB cord straight in. The range also encompasses wiring accessories with
hotel-dedicated functions for enhanced customer comfort in hospitality settings.

SYNERGY™
A GOOD FIT

Designed by Legrand, Synergy™ is well-liked for its quality, its features and its functions. Today, a decade on from
the range’s inception, Legrand renews its quality promise and presents Synergy™ with enhanced features and
elevated functions.
Synergy™ boasts four series that are carefully crafted and intricately modelled to suit any space, application and
budget. The Synergy™ Authentic series features polished and brushed stainless steel plates with proven superior
quality. Synergy™ Sleek Design offers a slim profile and a clean, screwless outline in three timeless metal finishes.
Perfect harmony of form and function defines Synergy™ White, an all-purpose, all-time classic. Lastly, known for its
durability and reliability, Synergy™ Metalclad is an all-weather series. No matter whether your purpose is business,
leisure or a combination of both, Synergy™ is your right fit.
The Synergy™ range goes beyond attending to consumers’ basic needs. Keeping pace with modern lifestyles,
Synergy™ offers new functions so that your safety and energy efficiency goals are met.
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MALLIA™

EXPRESS YOURSELF LIKE NEVER BEFORE
Mixing colours is a breeze with Mallia™. With the enhanced selection of white, silver, champagne, pearl, dark silver,
copper, brass, bronze and matt black, there is a colour for every style. Beyond promising endless possibilities with its
expanded range, Legrand’s Mallia™ collection allows you to bring out your creativity to build the perfect switch that
will make heads turn. Consumers are free to combine their choice of plate and rocker switch. This chic collection is
designed to adorn your interior space with alluring elegance and stylish simplicity.
No matter what modern lifestyle demands you may have, you are well-covered with Mallia™. Beyond everyday
functionalities, the range offers a universal dimmer, a BS 13A socket with USB charger, and more.
Moreover, Mallia™ has been designed with an enduring form. Not only does each curve and detail exude uniqueness,
its slim profile fits in with every space and design. With Mallia™, no matter the combination, both colour and finish
always converge to create a pristine result.

ARTEOR™
THE POWER OF NEW IDEAS

With Arteor™, the universal range of wiring accessories, Legrand sets new standards in versatility and ease of use.
Be it standard or high-end residential buildings, offices or hotels, every convenience is possible.
In the Arteor™ range, technology, functionality and operability all adapt to the user. The same goes for design: the
extended range today offers a choice of round and square rockers not only for stand-alone functions but also for
home automation devices. Its flexibility is by no means limited to the shape of the rocker. A bevelled profile, timeless
finishes as well as unusual materials and textures all awaken the creativity of discerning decorators. From glass to
wood to metal or leather finishes, Arteor™ expands creative options and gives everyone the opportunity to design
his or her lifestyle individually down to the smallest detail.
As the range covers virtually every possible function, even complex installations can be produced with a uniformly
consistent design. For example, Arteor™’s hospitality solutions provide carefully thought-out functions for guests
and hotel operators alike, raising luxury to a new level. Arteor™ offers an attractive solution for every idea, at any
time and any place.
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BTICINO

SPECIALISTS IN VIDEO DOOR ENTRY SYSTEMS
Bticino, a brand of the Legrand Group, offers a complete range of
door entry products and systems capable of meeting all application
and building requirements. From single homes to larger buildings and
apartment complexes, Bticino can offer the right solution to satisfy
both the private user and the professional. The ability to use existing
cables thanks to its two-wire system also makes Bticino an ideal
solution for refurbishment projects.
Bticino’s new contemporary solutions in indoor video units with
integrated WiFi, hands-free capability, touch screens and exceptional
audiovisual performance are available in different designs, offering
you flexible functionality. Users can enjoy the convenience of indoor
video units with a modern look, high quality colour images and new
functions, such as call redirection, intercom, staircase light activation
and additional door lock control. With a dedicated Door Entry app,
select models in the range allow you to easily manage video door entry
calls in an innovative and functional way through your smartphone.
Bticino’s outdoor pushbutton units perfectly complement the indoor
series. Based on excellent technology, these units are characterised
by outstanding design, style, sturdiness, and a complete range of
functions. Amongst other safety features, the outdoor panels provide
solutions with wide-angled cameras, night and day vision, access
control via keypad and RFID, and much more.
With their innovative design, reliability and full choice of features,
Bticino’s video door entry systems offer unmistakeable style while
ensuring the highest security for your home.

WELCOME-M
YOUR GATEWAY TO THE WORLD

Welcome your visitors with ABB’s new impressive and cost-effective
door entry system. ABB Welcome-M focuses on ease, simplicity, security
and flexibility on every level of its design.
ABB Welcome-Μ represents ease in communication, whether it is within
your home, or to the outside world. The large buttons, intuitive design,
and indicating LEDs ensure an effortless experience.
With ABB Welcome-M, less is more. While the 4.3-inch wide video
handset is one of the thinnest on the market, it provides a powerful and
intuitive user experience. The optional ABB-Welcome IP gateway enables
the integration of smart devices, allowing access to your home camera
interface, and controlling doors and lighting via the ABBWelcome App.
Good design is not simply about appearance; it is also about safety
and functionality. With their day and night light sensors and infrared
LEDs, the ABB Welcome-M aluminium outdoor stations have become an
integral part of our customers’ lives. Given the system’s extensive range
of safety measures, you know you can protect your family’s well-being.
Modular design means more flexibility for both single family homes
and apartment buildings. With a full range of engineered products and
its simple, two-wire connection technology, ABB Welcome-M is the
answer to your door entry needs, whether for new constructions or the
renovation of old buildings.

free@home

®

MAKING HOME AUTOMATION EASIER THAN EVER
ABB-free@home® offers an endless number of possibilities for innovative home automation. This allows the home to be
equipped with infinite personal concepts and preferences.

EVERYTHING IS POSSIBLE

ABB-free@home® transforms your house or apartment into an intelligent home, making daily life much easier. Whether
blinds, lights, heating, air-conditioning, door communication or home appliances – comfort, safety and efficiency can
finally be controlled intuitively: via a switch on the wall, via voice-control or remotely with a smartphone, tablet or
personal computer. All functions in the house can be managed automatically – according to schedule, sunset or sunrise,
temperature and the presence of people – or be activated at the touch of a button. Every combination of the various
functions is possible. The blinds can be rolled up, the lights in the bathroom and the radio in the kitchen can be switched
on with the touch of a button while you are still in bed – or all lights and devices are deactivated via a switch when leaving
the house. ABB-free@home® presents a very convenient, extremely comfortable and energy-efficient solution to your
everyday needs.

SIMPLY SMART

A unique app has been developed especially for ABB-free@home®. It can be used on smartphones and tablets with the
conventional operating systems iOS and Android. No additional software is required. Thanks to the app, configuration
and operation of ABB-free@home® is as easy as surfing the internet. The settings and adjustments can be made easily
with every commercially available computer. Global access to the ABB-free@home® system is especially convenient via
the MyBuildings portal. It allows you to control and see the status of your home – no matter where you are in the world.

FREE AND FLEXIBLE

The system’s functions can be fully customised according to your requirements. All settings can be easily changed later
via the app. This allows home automation to be easily adapted to changing living situations or to alternative uses of
rooms. The design of the buttons can also be chosen according to your preferences. There is a wide selection of switch
design series for ABB-free@home®. As the sensors are built around the concept of “one size fits all”, all design series are
exchangeable – whenever you feel like it. The ABB-free@home® switch design series are compatible with other wiring
accessories, such as socket outlets and radio and data communication outlets.

With ABB-free@home® all applications in and around
the house are amazingly easy to consolidate.
ABB-free@home® combines all the useful functions
of comfortable home automation while remaining
user-friendly right from the start.

LIGHTING
BRING YOUR WORLD TO LIFE

Elmasco’s lighting collection caters for a broad spectrum of styles and applications, ensuring that
customers always receive the best combination of both aesthetics and technology. Sourced from
reputable manufacturers, our products reflect sophisticated designs while providing superior reliability
and functionality.
Further, our extensive light bulb range is designed to provide energy-efficient lighting solutions for almost
any requirement. As part of our goal to offer our customers the best in cutting-edge technology, we
only stock light bulbs bearing excellent international certification. Our main range of LED light bulbs is
manufactured by General Electric and integrates optimal functionality with design.
Customers can browse our lighting collection in our newly-renovated showrooms created to inspire and
facilitate their lighting decisions. We also exhibit the majority of our lighting products on our website to
allow customers to readily access the information they require from the comfort of their own home.

LIGHTING

BRING YOUR WORLD TO LIFE

As a company, we greatly value each individual customer and appreciate that
every decorating project is unique. Proof of this is our diverse client base,
which includes hotels, restaurants, interior designers, electricians and private
consumers. Coupled with its energy efficiency, our selection offers smart,
elegant lighting solutions for each client’s needs, be it their home, office,
garden, hotel, café, or commercial space.

WHAT CAN WE DO FOR YOU?
Serving customers through eight
showrooms
across
the
island,
Elmasco’s main goal and promise
is customer satisfaction. We go the
extra mile to engage with our clients,
understand their requirements and
meet their specific needs.
As a customer, whether you are looking
for high-quality electrical solutions
suited to your lifestyle, or would like
to brighten up your space in style, we
offer you functional, elegant products
for all your electrical and lighting
needs.

CAFFE NERO

PRINCESS BEACH HOTEL

NICOSIA

LIMASSOL

PAPHOS

9 Medontos Str,
1060 Nicosia
Tel: 22 751405
Fax: 22 755483

94 Paphou Str,
4152 Kato Polemidia
Tel: 25 713743
Fax: 25 713726

106 Ellados Avenue,
8020 Paphos
Tel: 26 933644
Fax: 26 953996

91 Tseriou Avenue,
2043 Strovolos
Tel: 22 322210
Fax: 22 320272

55 Spyrou Kyprianou Avenue,
4043 Yermasoyia
Tel: 25 755315
Fax: 25 755815

PARALIMNI

183 Giannou
Kranidioti Avenue,
2235 Latsia
Tel: 22 486679
Fax: 22 486828

LARNACA

188 Griva Digeni Avenue,
5281 Paralimni
Tel: 23 742250
Fax: 23 742253

59 Arch. Makariou Avenue,
6017 Larnaca
Tel: 24 657543
Fax: 24 658166
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www.elmasco.com
elmasco@elmasco.com
Head office
+357 22 751405

Find us on:

